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DUBAI: New findings from the EMC
Global Data Protection Index 2016, an
independent study by Vanson Bourne of
enterprise backup in 18 countries
around the world, revealed that, while
businesses have been successful in
reducing the impact of the four biggest
traditional data loss risks, they are
unprepared for new, emerging threats,
which are taking their toll instead. When
compared to the EMC Global Data
Protection Index 2014, 13% more busi-
nesses experienced data loss or disrup-
tion in the last 12 months, costing them
an average of US$914,000. EMC com-
missioned the updated research to help
organizations recognize and prepare for
the rapidly changing landscape of
threats to enterprise data. Survey results
from the EMC Global Data Protection
Index 2016 identified the following
three major challenges to modern data
protection:

Threats to Protection Data
Nearly a quarter (23%) of businesses

surveyed had experienced data loss or
unplanned systems disruption due to an
external security breach and that num-
ber increased to over one third (36%)
when taking internal breaches into
account. Businesses are increasingly fac-
ing threats not just to their primary data,
but also to their backup and protection
data. Whether combating cyber extor-
tionists demanding cash to unlock data
encrypted by ransomware, or other risks
posed to backup and protection data,
businesses need to find solutions that
put their ‘data of last resort’ beyond
harm’s reach.

Threats to Data in Cloud
More than 80% of survey respon-

dents indicated that their organizations
will run at least part of eight key busi-
ness applications in the public cloud in
the next two years; yet less than half
said they protect cloud data against cor-
ruption and less than half against dele-
tion. More than half said they already
run their email solution in the public

cloud. And, overall, respondents already
had, on average 30% of their IT environ-
ments based in the public cloud.
Because SaaS application providers
often won’t protect against accidental
loss or deletion by an employee, EMC
believes it is critical for organizations to
include cloud applications in their over-
all data protection strategies.

Evolving Protection Needs
More than 70% of organizations sur-

veyed are not very confident they could
fully recover their systems or data in the
event of data loss or unexpected sys-
tems downtime. And confidence also
suffers when it comes to data center
performance, with 73%declaring they
are not very confident their solutions
will be able to keep pace with the faster
performance and new capabilities of
flash storage. EMC has a comprehensive
portfolio of data protection solutions
that it constantly evolves to deliver
greater benefits to its customers. Over
the past year, EMC significantly

enhanced its portfolio with new solu-
tions, including:

EMC ProtectPoint: Enables business-
es to manage the growing challenge of
protecting flash environments by pro-
tecting directly from primary to protec-
tion storage with no traditional backup
infrastructure, cutting backup times by
10x and restore times by 20x.

EMC zDP: The first-to-market scale-
out automated snapshot solution for
mainframe storage that slashes main-
frame Recovery Point Objectives by up
to 144x. EMC Enterprise Copy Data
Management (eCDM): A modern man-
agement platform that discovers, auto-
mates, and optimizes organizations’
copy data. DataDomain Virtual Edition: A
software-defined version of EMC’s trust-
ed protection storage which can reduce
storage requirements by 10-30x and
includes DD Boost, to speed backups by
up to 50%. VCE Data Protection
Appliances-Built with Data Domain and
EMC data protection software - designed
to cut deployment time by 75%.

Organization data loss costs $914,000: EMC 

SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook is once
again getting pushy about how people
message one another. Two years ago,
the social-media giant forced its users
to adopt its Messenger app for direct
communication, a change it enforced
by deactivating messages in the main
Facebook app and steering users to
the app. There was an uproar; some
users thought Messenger violated
their privacy, while others just resent-
ed having to add yet another app. Still,
the plan worked; more than 900 mil-
lion people use the app, roughly four
times the number in 2014. But some
continued to resist, exploiting a loop-
hole to avoid Messenger. All they had
to do was log into Facebook’s mobile
website using a smartphone browser
like Safari or Chrome.

Now Facebook is coming after
those holdouts. In some markets, the
company has already blocked mobile
browser access to messages on
Android phones. In others, opening
messages on Facebook’s mobile web-
site gets you a warning that “your
conversations are moving to

Messenger” and a link to download
the app. The company will extend the
ban to all markets and to iPhone users
in the upcoming months, it says.
Facebook insists it only wants “to
bring the best experiences we can” to
users. The Messenger app provides
more reliable notifications about
incoming messages and runs more
quickly, the company says.

More free stuff, less control 
This might not seem like a big deal

to many users, particularly anyone
who’s long since made their peace
with Messenger. But it’s emblematic
of a central dilemma in the modern
age: We have free - as in unpaid -
access to an ever-expanding array of
software and services, but less and
less control over how we use them.
That rankles people who have no
interest in Messenger. Michael
Kampfer, a St. Paul, Minnesota, con-
struction contractor, says he doesn’t
have enough storage space on either
of his Android phones to install
Messenger alongside the other apps

that he needs for his job while travel-
ing. “I have a problem with the com-
pany telling me what’s the best expe-
rience is for me,” Kampfer, 65, says. “I
have a browser on my phone, so why
should I be forced to get Messenger?”
Kampfer is far from alone. In the US
alone, nearly 149 million people visit-
ed Facebook’s website on a smart-
phone or tablet during April, accord-
ing to the research firm comScore.
The firm doesn’t compile worldwide
data for mobile browser traffic.

Business considerations
From a business standpoint,

Facebook’s move makes great sense.
Planting Messenger on more phones
corrals a bigger audience for advertis-
ing and other moneymaking opportu-
nities. The company doesn’t com-
ment on such plans, and Messenger is
currently ad-free. But analysts think
the app could generate billions of dol-
lars in advertising revenue within just
a few years. The Menlo Park, California
company is thriving, mostly from ads
on its main Facebook app. Its second-
quarter revenue soared 59 percent
from the same time last year to $6.4
billion, resulting in a $2.06 billion
profit, the company announced
Wednesday.

Facebook wants more of its users
on Messenger because it can gather
more personal data and introduce
new features that could yield even
more revenue, says eMarketer analyst
Debra Aho Williamson. She expects
ads to start appearing before the end
of this year. Even if some users don’t
like that, “Facebook has a way of
changing things to make people
interact with Facebook the way
Facebook wants,” Williamson says.
Facebook executives say Messenger is
now moving into “phase two” of its
evolution, although they still aren’t

ready to say how the company
intends to profit from it.

Remote control 
Facebook has a long history of

pushiness. A decade ago, it began cir-
culating the status updates that users
posted on their personal pages
throughout the social network. The
concept, known as a “news feed,” is
now the foundation of modern
Facebook, even though it initially trig-
gered protests about exposing too
much personal information. Kevina
Cromwell of Philadelphia already tried
the Messenger app and didn’t like it.
So she uninstalled it and the
Facebook app a couple of years ago,
and read her private messages on her
on her phone’s mobile web browser
until the company started blocking
her recently. “It’s really annoying,”
Cromwell, 22, says. “I see what they
are trying to do, but I still don’t under-
stand why they are tying your hands
and not giving you any options at all.”

Future of Messenger 
Messaging is huge in the tech

industry now; Google and Apple are
pouring resources into their own apps
to ensure their services remain a vital

part of people’s lives. A few years ago,
Facebook also paid $21.8 billion for
the WhatsApp messaging service,
which has more than a billion users.
So far, it remains entirely separate
from Messenger.

Facebook keeps spiffing up the
Messenger app. Its latest look, which
is still rolling out to users, now shows
friends’ birthdays, lists of favorite peo-
ple and a thumbnail of who’s online
at any given moment. Facebook is
also promoting the app as a way for
merchants to interact with their cus-
tomers, which could transform the
service into a sort of digital call center.

Some Android phone owners say
Facebook has gotten so aggressive
about Messenger that visiting the
mobile website for their texts now
takes them directly to an app-down-
load page, with no explanation why
they were sent there. 

“It’s almost like they’re trying to
trick you,” says Jeni Tehan, who lives
in Brighton, England. People who still
want to shun Messenger can still send
and receive messages via the
Facebook site, though only if they’re
on a full-fledged computer, not a
phone or tablet. It’s small consolation
for some. — AP

SAN FRANCISCO: In this Tuesday, April 12, 2016 file photo, David
Marcus, Facebook Vice President of Messaging Products, watches a
display showing new features of Messenger during the keynote
address at the F8 Facebook Developer Conference. — AP 

Facebook pushing more people 
to an app they didn’t choose

Mobile browser access to FB messages being blocked 

SAN FRANCISCO: Microsoft says
it is cutting 2,850 jobs, about 2.5
percent of its workforce, as it fur-
ther scales back its troubled
smartphone business. A spokes-
woman says the layoffs will most-
ly affect workers in the company’s
smartphone hardware operation
and related sales teams. She
declined to say which geographic
locations would be affected but
said many of the laid off workers
had already been notified.

Microsoft Corp disclosed the
planned job cuts in a regulatory
filing, which said they’re in addi-
tion to 9,250 previous layoffs, pri-
marily affecting the company’s
phone business, over the last 12
months. The giant tech company
reported earlier this month that
its revenue fell 9 percent in the
previous 12 months, but its net
income grew 38 percent as it shed
unprofitable operations like the
phone business. — AP 

Microsoft making job 
cuts in phone business


